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ABSTRACT

The relationship between storm-relative helicity (SRH) and streamwise vorticity vs is frequently in-

voked to explain the often robust connections between effective inflow layer (EIL) SRH and various

supercell updraft properties. However, the definition of SRH also contains storm-relative (SR) flow, and

the separate influences of SR flow and vs on updraft dynamics are therefore convolved when SRH is used

as a diagnostic tool. To clarify this issue, proximity soundings and numerical experiments are used to

disentangle the separate influences of EIL SR flow and vs on supercell updraft characteristics. Our

results suggest that the magnitude of EIL vs has little influence on whether supercellular storm mode

occurs. Rather, the transition from nonsupercellular to supercellular stormmode is largely modulated by

the magnitude of EIL SR flow. Furthermore, many updraft attributes such as updraft width, maximum

vertical velocity, vertical mass flux at all levels, and maximum vertical vorticity at all levels are largely

determined by EIL SR flow. For a constant EIL SR flow, storms with large EILvs have stronger low-level

net rotation and vertical velocities, which affirms previously established connections between vs and

tornadogenesis. EIL vs also influences storms’ precipitation and cold-pool patterns. Vertical nonlinear

dynamic pressure acceleration (NLDPA) is larger at low levels when EIL vs is large, but differences in

NLDPA aloft become uncorrelated with EIL vs because storms’ midlevel dynamic pressure perturba-

tions are substantially influenced by the tilting of midlevel vorticity. Our results emphasize the impor-

tance of considering EIL SR flow in addition to EIL SRH in the research and forecasting of supercell

properties.

1. Introduction

Streamwise vorticity vs, which is often diagnosed via

storm-relative helicity (SRH), has long been considered to

strongly influence the evolution of supercell thunder-

storms. Large SRH often occurs in conjunction with

substantial change in direction with height of the wind

shear vector. It was recognized as early as the 1950s that

such curvature of low-level shear profileswas conducive to

severe weather (e.g., Fawbush and Miller 1954). Further

studies of tornado proximity soundings byMaddox (1976)

and Darkow and McCann (1977) showed that clockwise-

turning shear vectors with height in the lower part of wind

profiles were prevalent among tornado events. Using a

theoretical approach based on the linearized equations of

motion, Rotunno and Klemp (1982) and Davies-Jones

(1984) argued that supercells owe their rotational char-

acteristics to the tilting of initially horizontal vs into the

vertical direction along inflowing air. A slew of numerical

modeling studies over subsequent decades reaffirmedCorresponding author: J. Peters, jmpeters@nps.edu
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the connection between supercell updraft rotational

attributes and the tilting of initially horizontalvs into the

vertical direction (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1982,

1985; Klemp 1987; Weisman and Rotunno 2000;

Davies-Jones 2002). More recent research has also

shown that SRH in the lowest 500m of the atmosphere

plays a key role in tornadogenesis (e.g., Parker 2014;

Coffer et al. 2017; Coffer and Parker 2017, 2018; Coffer

et al. 2019).

Motivated by the research summarized in the pre-

vious paragraph, various measures of SRH have been

incorporated into commonly used severe weather

forecasting parameters such as the significant tornado

parameter (STP; Thompson et al. 2003, 2007, herein-

after T07, 2012), the energy helicity index (EHI;

Rasmussen 2003), and the supercell composite pa-

rameter (SCP; e.g., Thompson et al. 2003; Gropp and

Davenport 2018). The SCP is most commonly used to

determine the likelihood of a supercellular storm

mode in a given environment, and the proposed

modification to the SCP discussed in Gropp and

Davenport (2018) determines the likelihood of the

persistence of supercellular storm mode during the

early evening transition. When supercells are present,

the STP and EHI are most commonly used to discrimi-

nate between supercells that will produce significant

tornadoes and those that will not. The measures of SRH

in these parameters are intended to target a storm’s ef-

fective inflow layer (EIL; e.g., T07), which is the layer of

air that contains the sufficiently large convective

available potential energy (CAPE) and sufficiently

low convective inhibition (CIN) to drive deep buoyant

convection. This targeting of the EIL implicitly as-

sumes that the tilting of horizontal vswithin the EIL is

necessary for sustained low-level (e.g., below 3 km)

rotation in the case of the STP and EHI, and rotation

anywhere within an updraft in the case of the SCP. For

instance, the SCP will vanish in the absence of SRH

in a storm’s EIL, suggesting that the subsequent

probability of a supercell forming in that environment

also vanishes.

The relevancy of vs within a storm’s EIL to tornado

formation is well supported by dynamics studies.

Though the vertical vorticity in tornadoes themselves

is primarily baroclinically generated by storm outflow

(e.g., Dahl et al. 2014) and surface friction (e.g.,

Schenkman et al. 2014; Roberts and Xue 2017), the

tilting of ambient near-surface vs within a storm’s

inflow enhances low-level upward oriented dynamic

pressure accelerations below the updraft, which fa-

cilitates the vertical stretching of near-surface verti-

cal vorticity and consequently tornadogenesis (e.g.,

Coffer et al. 2017). There are also possible connections

between vs within a storm’s inflow and the properties of

supercell updrafts above the lowest few kilometers of

the atmosphere such as vertical acceleration, vertical

velocity w, vertical vorticity z, and updraft steadiness.

For instance, previous authors have shown strong

correlations between low-level SRH and the updraft

maximum z among supercells simulated within dif-

ferent wind environments (e.g., Droegemeier et al.

1993). In addition, supercell updrafts often experi-

ence large upward dynamic accelerations related to

their rotationally driven midlevel (e.g., above 3 km)

low pressure minima, which boost their middle- to

upper-tropospheric vertical velocities (Weisman and

Klemp 1984; McCaul and Weisman 1996; Weisman

and Rotunno 2000; Peters et al. 2019). If we presume

that there are direct correlations between maximum

z and dynamic pressure acceleration (as suggested by

Rotunno and Klemp 1982; Klemp 1987), then it also

seems reasonable to hypothesize that storms in en-

vironments with large vs in their low-level inflow

would have stronger upward dynamic pressure accel-

eration through a substantial portion of their updrafts,

and might have faster w as a consequence. Indeed,

Brooks et al. (1993) and Parker (2017) showed that

simulated storms with large low-level hodograph cur-

vature and SRH featured steadier updrafts and larger

w than simulated storms with small low-level hodo-

graph curvature and SRH, which suggests that low-

level vs may play a key role in determining supercell

updraft properties via a direct influence on dynamic

accelerations. However, neither of these studies ruled

out other possible reasons for why the variations in

hodograph shape among their simulations influenced

storm properties, nor did they establish direct con-

nections between vs in the storm’s EIL (as opposed to

another layer above the EIL) and z at midlevels

within the updraft. In fact, it remains unclear whether

the z in supercells’ midlevel vorticity maxima origi-

nates from initial horizontal vorticity in a storm’s

EIL, or from horizontal vorticity entrained and tilted

somewhere above the EIL. This connection be-

tween air parcel source layers and midlevel rotation

is key to establishing dynamical linkages between

SRH in a storm’s EIL and mid- to upper-level up-

draft accelerations.

The connection between low-level vs and mid- to

upper-level supercell updraft properties is further

obscured by the fact that SRH is, by definition,

correlated with storm-relative (SR) flow, and be-

cause strong dynamical connections have been es-

tablished between low-level SR flow and updraft

properties. For instance, the formula for SRH may

be written as
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where jVSRj is the magnitude of the horizontal SR

wind and d is the depth over which SRH is computed.

The connections between SRH and updraft proper-

ties in previous work may therefore reflect the com-

ponent of SRH that corresponds to SR flow, rather

than vs. For instance, our recent work in Peters et al.

(2019) showed that updrafts are wider when low-

level SR flow is stronger, and wider updrafts are less

susceptible to entrainment driven core dilution and

have larger buoyancy, vertical accelerations, and

vertical velocities as a consequence. Indeed, previ-

ous authors have also noted that a threshold value of

low-level SR flow need be present in an environment

for supercell updrafts to develop (e.g., Droegemeier

et al. 1993; Thompson et al. 2003; this threshold is

often cited as 10m s21), and Nowotarski and Jensen

(2013) found that various measures of SR flow were

better discriminators of supercell versus nonsupercellular

storm types than vs. Furthermore, Morrison (2017),

Morrison et al. (2020), and Peters et al. (2020a)

showed that narrow updrafts are more prone to a

structural breakdown into discrete transient thermals,

whereas wider updrafts tend to sustain a steady

plumelike structure. Peters et al. (2020b) further ar-

gued that the large diameters of supercells facilitated

the maintenance of a steady plumelike updraft, which

potentially explains the results of Droegemeier et al.

(1993) and Thompson et al. (2003). These results

suggest that the predictive skill of low-level SRH in

forecasting supercellular storm mode might be—at

least partially—a result of SRH being strongly cor-

related with SR flow. Disentangling the dynamical

influences of EIL SR flow and vs—both of which are

contained within SRH—is the primary objective of

this paper.

The aforementioned gaps in our scientific under-

standing of supercells are distilled into the following

research questions:

1) Q1: What are the separate influences of the vs and

SR flow components of SRH within a supercell’s

EIL on the updraft’s properties such as w, width,

vertical mass flux, vertical vorticity, and vertical

accelerations?

2) Q2: Does the vorticity responsible for supercells’

midlevel vorticity maxima and associated dynamic

low pressure originate from the storm’s EIL, or

somewhere above the EIL?

To address these questions, we examine the following

hypotheses:

1) H1: The connections between SRH within storms’

EIL andmid- to upper-troposphericw and z found in

previous studies are primarily a result of the strong

correlation between SRH and SR flow, with SR flow

within the storm’s EIL being the important factor in

dynamically influencing mid- to upper-tropospheric

updrafts rather than vs within the storm’s EIL.

2) H2: The midlevel vorticity maximum and the asso-

ciated dynamic pressure minimum in supercells are

composed of a substantial portion of air that orig-

inates above the EIL. Consequently, tilting of

midlevel horizontal vorticity substantially contrib-

utes to supercells’ midlevel vorticity maxima and

dynamic pressure minima.

To address our hypotheses, we use both proximity

soundings from severe weather environments (section 2)

and a series of numericalmodeling experiments (section 3)

to disentangle the relative contributions to updraft prop-

erties by low-level vs and low-level SR flow (section 4).

Tracer analyses are used to determine the origin of the

air within supercells’ midlevel dynamic pressure minima

(section 4). A summary, conclusions, and discussion are

provided in section 5.

2. Analysis of proximity soundings

We begin our investigation of Q1 and H1 with an

analysis of the proximity sounding database of T07 to

compare the relative roles of SR flow and vs (as well

as other parameters) in discriminating supercell from

nonsupercell environments. The T07 dataset con-

tains soundings derived from the Rapid Update Cycle

(RUC; Benjamin et al. 1994) near severe thunder-

storm events. A total of 251 of these events were

subjectively classified by T07 as nonsupercells, and

837 of these events were subjectively classified by T07

as supercells. Included with each of these soundings

are estimates for the observed storm motion for that

event (see T07 for a description of how storm motions

were estimated). We computed SRH, layer mean vs,

and layer mean SR flow using both the observed

storm motion and right-moving supercell motion es-

timates using the method of Bunkers et al. (2000).

SRH, layer mean vs, and layer mean SR flow were

calculated over depths of 0–1, 0–2, 0–3 km and over

the depth of the EIL (as it was defined in T07). In

addition, we computed bulk wind differences over the

0–1-, 0–2-, 0–3-, 0–4-, 0–5-, 0–6-, 0–7-, and 0–8-km

layers, along with the effective bulk wind difference

(EBWD) parameter introduced by T07. Each of these
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parameters were normalized by their standard deviation

among all supercell and nonsupercell events to facilitate

performance comparisons among parameters.

Following Coffer et al. (2019), we used the true skill

statistic TSS [ (AD 2 BC)/[(A 1 C)(B 1 D)] to assess

the skill of individual parameters in discriminating be-

tween supercells and nonsupercells, where A is the

number of correctly predicted supercells, B is the num-

ber of events for which supercells were predicted but did

not happen, C is the number of events for which su-

percells occurred but were not predicted, and D is the

number of correctly predicted nonsupercells. TSS ap-

proaches 1 when the probability of detection is large

and the false-alarm rate is small and approaches 0 when

the probability of detection is small and/or the false-

alarm rate is large. We converted each nondimensional

wind parameter into a binary predictor (i.e., supercell

or nonsupercell) by setting a cutoff threshold, below

which a nonsupercell is predicted and above which a

supercell is predicted. A range of cutoff thresholds from

0 to 6 at intervals of 0.1 were tested for each parameter.

In subsequent analysis, we use the cutoff threshold and

depth (if applicable) for each parameter that gave the

largest TSS value.

Consistent with the results of Houston et al. (2008),

TSS values were generally largest for 0–5-km bulk wind

difference (BWD), 0–6-km BWD, and EBWD (Fig. 1).

For computations using both the observed and Bunkers

estimated storm motions, TSS values for SR flow were,

in general, slightly larger than those for SRH for a given

layer. Furthermore, the layer with the best TSS value for

SR flow performed statistically significantly better than

the layer with the best TSS for SRH using both the ob-

served and Bunkers storm motion estimates (Fig. 2).

TSS values for both SR flow and SRH, on the other

hand, were substantially larger than those for vs (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, TSS values for vs averaged over given

layers were more or less on par with bulk wind dif-

ferences across these layers. For instance, the TSSs for

0–1- and 0–3-km mean vs were similar to the TSSs for

0–1- and 0–3-km BWDs, respectively. Furthermore,

the linear correlation coefficient (CC)1 between 0–1-,

0–2-, and 0–3-km mean vs, and the BWDs over these

respective layers was 0.89, 0.82, and 0.76. These results

suggest that low-level vs does not have any added skill

over SR flow in predicting supercellular storm mode,

and provides initial support for H1. Rather, the skill of

FIG. 1. TSS at predicting supercellular storm mode for different kinematic parameters

computed with the observed storm motion (blue symbols) and computed with the Bunkers

et al. (2000) estimate for right-mover stormmotion (red symbols). For SRwind,vs, and SRH,

numbers denote the layer over which the quantity was computed (e.g., 1 equates to 0–1 km),

and ‘‘E’’ denotes a computation within the EIL. Note that bulk wind differences do not

depend on storm motion estimates.

1 Henceforth, the reader should assume that all CC are sta-

tistically significant at the 95% confidence level unless stated

otherwise, as determined by a Student’s t test. Statistically insignifi-

cantly correlated quantities will be referred to as ‘‘uncorrelated.’’

Weak,moderate, and strong refer to CC, 0.5, 0.5#CC# 0.75, and

CC . 0.75, respectively.
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SRH in predicting supercellular storm mode primarily

originates from the correlation of this variable with SR

flow and bulk wind shear measures (CC between 0–1-,

0–2-, and 0–3-km SRH and SR flow in these respective

layers was 0.66, 0.72, and 0.77). Alsoworthy of note is that

the 0–5- and 0–6-km and EBWD TSS values were sta-

tistically significantly larger than that for SR flow. We

may attribute a large portion of the skill of these deep-

layer shear metrics to their moderate-to-strong cor-

relations with SR flow (CC ranged from 0.6 to 0.85,

depending on the SR flow layer and whether Bunkers

or observed storm motion was used); however, the

larger skill of the deep-layer shear metrics hints at

possible connections between deep-layer shear and

updraft dynamics. For instance, perhaps midlevel up-

draft vorticity is connected to midlevel instead of low-

level shear in a consistent manner with our second

hypothesis. These possibilities are investigated in

greater detail using the simulations described in the

next section.

3. Setup for numerical experiments

a. Model configuration

Our numerical experiments used Cloud Model 1

(CM1), version 18. CM1 is a nonhydrostatic model

designed to simulate moist atmospheric processes with a

single sounding serving as the model’s background

atmospheric state at a given time. Table 1 contains

the details of the model configuration. We used the

two-moment scheme of Morrison and Gettelman (2008)

to parameterize microphysical processes with hail as the

rimed ice species. The domain configuration generally

follows that of Peters et al. (2019, 2020b), with a do-

main length of 108 km in the x and y directions and

20 km in the vertical direction. Grid spacing was uni-

form in the horizontal at 250m and uniform in the

vertical at 100m. Top and bottom boundary conditions

were free slip, and no radiation or surface-layer physics

were used. Lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) were

set to open radiative, following the method of Durran

andKlemp (1983). The nonacoustic time step was set to

1.3 s, simulations were run for 3 h, and model data were

output every 5min. Domain translation velocities were

set to approximately center the primary updraft of in-

terest within the domain for each simulation through a

method of trial and error. Random temperature per-

turbations drawn from a uniform distribution with a

maximum amplitude of 0.25K were added to the initial

conditions below 3 km to facilitate the development of

turbulence.

The initial thermodynamic sounding in all simula-

tions was a modified version of the analytic sounding

from Weisman and Klemp (1982, hereinafter the

WK82 sounding), with a boundary layer mixing ratio

of 16 g kg21 (Fig. 3a). Much like in Peters et al. (2019,

2020b), the relative humidity above 3 km was reduced

(relative to the original WK82 sounding) to 45% to

make the free tropospheric relative humidity consis-

tent with that of typical central Great Plains severe

weather environments. The CAPE for an air parcel

with the average properties of the lowest 1 km of the

atmosphere in this sounding was 2744 J kg21, and the

EIL is the lowest 2.2 km of the atmosphere (e.g.,

FIG. 2. Each cell represents the mean of the nondimensional quantity that labels the row

minus the mean of the quantity that labels the column, computed over the layer that resulted

in the largest TSS in Fig. 1. Values in parentheses are negative, differences that are not sta-

tistically significant are excluded, and colors represent the relative magnitudes of differences,

with blues representing negative magnitudes and oranges representing positive values.

Statistical significance was determined with a bootstrapping procedure wherein data were

resampled 1000 times using random indices with the potential for repeating indices, and the

mean difference between two samples was recomputed for each of the 1000 resamples. If the

95th-percentile and 5th-percentile differences were of the same sign, a difference was de-

termined to be statistically significant. The ‘‘O’’ and ‘‘B’’ markers indicate that observed or

Bunkers storm motion was used, respectively.
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CAPE . 100 J kg21 and CIN .2250 J kg21, as it is

defined in T07; Fig. 3b in this study). To track the

origin of air parcels in order to address H1, a passive

tracer was initialized below 2 km. Convection was

initiated by including a Gaussian shaped warm bubble

at the horizontal center of the domain with a horizontal

radius of 5 km, a vertical radius of 1.4 km, a vertical

center height of 0.5 km, and an amplitude of 3K.

TABLE 1. Summary of the CM1 configuration.

Attribute Value/setting Notes

Fully compressible Yes

Horizontal grid spacing 250m

Vertical grid spacing 100m

Nonacoustic time step 1.3 s

Vertical coordinate Height (m)

No. of x and y points 1008 3 1008

Vertical points 180

Top/bottom LBCs Free slip

North/south LBCs Open radiative Durran and Klemp (1983)

East/west LBCs Open radiative Durran and Klemp (1983)

Convection initiation Warm bubble at domain center, with horizontal radius of

5 km, vertical radius of 1.4 km, and u perturbation of 3K

Microphysics Morrison Morrison et al. (2009)

Diffusion Sixth order

Subgrid turbulence TKE

Rayleigh dampening Yes

Dissipative heating Yes

Second- and sixth-order diffusion coef 75–0.04

Longwave radiation None

Shortwave radiation None

Surface layer None

Boundary layer physics None

Cumulus parameterization None

FIG. 3. (a) Skew T–logp diagram of the thermodynamic profile used in all simulations showing temperature T

(thick red line; C), virtual temperature Ty (thin red line; C), dewpoint temperature Td (green line; C), and the lifted

parcel temperature Tpar (black line; C) for an air parcel with the average properties of the lowest 1 km of the

atmosphere. (b) Vertical profiles of CAPE (blue line; J kg21) and2CIN (red line; J kg21) as a function of the initial

height for a lifted parcel. The upper bound of the EIL is shown as a horizontal dashed line in (b).
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The numerical modeling experiments were designed

to disentangle the separate contributions to storm prop-

erties by low-level SR flow and low-level vs, and we

accordingly varied SR flow and SRH independently of

one another among simulations. This separation of SR

flow and SRH was accomplished using the following

wind profile formulation:

u(z)52
c
1

4
cos

�
p

2

z

z
s

�
1 a

1
and (2)

y(z)5 c
1

�
sin

�
p

2

z

z
s

�
2 a

2

�
, (3)

for z # zs, where zs 5 2km, a1 5 3ms21, and a2 5 0.5.

Above zs and below zt 5 6 km, the following formulas

were used:

u(z)5 a
1
1 c

2

z2 z
s

z
t
2 z

s

and (4)

y(z)5 c
1
(12 a

2
) , (5)

and above 6 km the wind was held constant. These for-

mulae resulted in a modified ‘‘quarter-circle profile’’

(e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1982), with clockwise turning

of the shear vector below 2km and uniform westerly

shear between 2 and 6km. Among simulations, 0–2-km

SR flow and 0–2-km SRH [computed using the ‘‘ID

method’’ of Bunkers et al. (2000)] were varied inde-

pendently of one another by altering the parameters c1
and c2, which change the size of the hodograph in the 0–

2-km layer and the 2–6-km layer, respectively. We fo-

cused on 0–2-km quantities because these spanned the

approximate depth of the EIL for the WK82 profile

used. Simulations featured 0–2-km mean SR flow mag-

nitudes of 8 (Fig. 4a), 9 (Fig. 4b), 10 (Fig. 4c), 11

(Fig. 4d), 13 (Fig. 4e), 15 (Fig. 4f), 17 (Fig. 4g), and

19ms21 (Fig. 4h), and 0–2-km SRHmagnitudes of 0, 25,

50, 75, 150, 225, and 300m2 s22. The 8 SR flow magni-

tudes and 7 SRH magnitudes resulted in 56 possible

FIG. 4. Hodographs of the initial wind profiles used in this study, with u wind (m s21) on the x axis and y wind (m s21) on the

y axis. The first dot along each curve represents 1 km, and the second dot along the curve represents 6 km. Dots to the lower

right of the curve are storm motion estimates using the Bunkers method. Bunkers SR flow magnitudes of 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17,

and 19 m s21 are shown in (a)–(h), respectively. Bunkers SRH magnitudes are delimited by line colors in accordance with the

legend in (e).
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combinations of SR flow and SRH; however, certain

combinations resulted in unrealistic profile shapes. For

instance, for a quarter-circle profile to have 11m s21 0–

2-km SR flow and 300m2 s22 of 0–2-km SRH, c2 would

have to be negative, resulting in an easterly shear above

2 km and an abrupt reversal in shear direction at 2 km.

Such SR flow and SRH combinations that resulted in

negative c2 values were omitted from the final set of

simulations because their profile shapes were deemed

unrealistic, resulting in 46 total simulations.2 Runs are

hereinafter referred to by their Bunkers SRH and SR

flow magnitudes (e.g., the SRH 300 SR 8 run). We note

that simulated storm motions deviated slightly from the

motion predicted by the Bunkers ID method; however,

Bunkers estimated quantities and quantities computed

from simulated storm motions were strongly correlated

(see section 4a).

b. Pressure perturbation analysis

The connections between updraft vorticity, vertical

accelerations, and updraft intensity occur by virtue

of a storm’s dynamic pressure perturbation structure.

To understand this pressure perturbation structure,

we decompose the anelastic pressure field into three

components:

=2p
B
5

›(r
0
B)

›z
, =2p

LD
52r

0
=w � dV0

dz
, and

=2p
NLD

52r
0

�
e0i,je

0
i,j 2w2 d

2 lnr
0

dz2
1

v0 �v0

2

�
, (6)

where r0(z) is the density from the initial model

sounding, V0 is the horizontal wind from the initial

model sounding, e0i,j [ [(›y0i/›xj)1 (›y0j/›xi)] is the rate-

of-deformation tensor of the storm-modified wind y0i,
v0 is the vector vorticity of the storm modified wind,

B [ 2g(r0/r0) 2 gqi is buoyancy (where qi is the

mixing ratio of the ith hydrometeor species), pB is

referred to as ‘‘buoyancy pressure,’’ pNLD is referred

to as ‘‘nonlinear dynamic pressure,’’ and pLD is re-

ferred to as ‘‘linear dynamic pressure.’’ The indi-

vidual terms in Eq. (6) were obtained from model

output by solving for the right-hand-side terms,

applying a horizontal 2D Fourier transform using the

method of images to enforce zero-gradient lateral

boundary conditions (e.g., Davies-Jones 2002), solving

the resultant tridiagonal matrix equation in the vertical

direction, and then inverting the 2D horizontal Fourier

transform.

The distribution of pB is dependent on an updraft’s

thermodynamic and microphysical properties, and

is not directly influenced by kinematics such as vor-

ticity. The quantity pLD is associated with the inter-

action between the ambient vertical wind shear and

w gradients along the flanks of an updraft (e.g., Rotunno

and Klemp 1982). Finally, the quantity pNLD is associ-

ated with regions of local storm-generated deforma-

tion and vorticity, which coincide with locally high

and low pNLD, respectively. The low-level upward

accelerations related to midlevel vorticity in super-

cells occur in response to the development of lo-

cally low pNLD at midlevels that is collocated with the

updraft’s midlevel rotation (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp

1982). We will therefore investigate the influence of

SRH on pNLD in order to address H1. In contrast, the

influences of SR flow on updraft intensity that were

detailed in Peters et al. (2019) show up as differences

in B among updrafts, and we investigate these dif-

ferences to address H1. Note that separate influences

of vertical wind shear on updraft accelerations may

arise through pLD, and we therefore investigate con-

nections between the environmental wind to this term

as well.

c. Vertical accelerations along trajectories

The pressure perturbation field is connected to verti-

cal accelerations, and consequently w, via the following

anelastic vertical momentum equation:

Dw

Dt
5B2

1

r
0

›p
B

›z
(a)BPA|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

(d)EBPA

2
1

r
0

›p
LD

›z
(b) LDPA

2
1

r
0

›p
NLD

›z
(c)NLDPA

(7)

where term a is buoyancy pressure acceleration

(BPA), term b is linear dynamic pressure accelera-

tion (LDPA), and term c is nonlinear dynamic pres-

sure acceleration (NLDPA). The sum of B and BPA

gives term d, the effective buoyancy pressure accel-

eration (EBPA; e.g., Davies-Jones 2002; Peters

2016). To compare these accelerations in the con-

text of w (i.e., updraft intensity), we followed the

method of Peters et al. (2019)3 in defining the fol-

lowing quantities:

2 A set of simulations with a 500-m horizontal grid spacing and a

lower CAPE value yielded nearly identical results to those pre-

sented in this article, suggesting that our results are insensitive

to CAPE.

3 Readers are referred to Peters et al. (2019, section 2c therein)

for an explanation for why the quantities in Eq. (8) are used for

comparisons among simulations rather than temporally integrated

accelerations from Eq. (7).
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Each of the quantities in Eq. (8) (aside from wNET)

represents the w an air parcel would have at zt if the

corresponding force(s) were acting alone. For in-

stancewB represents thew an air parcel would achieve

if B were the only vertically oriented force acting

along the air parcel’s path. Note that these quantities

are undefined if the corresponding vertical integral of

acceleration yields a negative value. If H1 were sup-

ported, we would expect a statistically insignificant

correlation between 0–2-km SRH and wNLD, as well

as a statistically significantly positive correlation be-

tween 0–2-km SR flow and wB and consequently

wNET. The later correlation between SR flow and wB

would be consistent with the findings of Peters et al.

(2019), wherein we found that updrafts with larger

low-level SR flow were wider, were less susceptible

to entrainment-driven dilution, and were conse-

quently more buoyant than updrafts with smaller

low-level SR flow.
The individual contributions to Eqs. (7) and (8) were

assessed along back trajectories (hereinafter simply

‘‘trajectories’’) that were released from within the up-

draft. To generate trajectories, restart files were written

every 15min during our initial model runs. To obtain

trajectories with characteristics of the time-averaged

updraft, we then reran 15min of each simulation starting

from the restart file at the beginning of the 15-min

period with a time averaged updraft maximum w that

was closest to the 1–3-h average of the updraft maxi-

mumw. Model data were output every 5 s during these

15-min restarts. Trajectories were released every 5 s

during the restart period from the locations of the

maxima in w at 2 km (hereinafter ‘‘2-km trajecto-

ries’’), 5 km (hereinafter ‘‘5-km trajectories’’), and the

grid points with the largest w within the updraft

(hereinafter ‘‘max trajectories’’).
The first backward time step was computed using a

first-order Euler discretization of the time derivative.

Subsequent time steps were integrated using a second-

order centered in-time ‘‘leapfrog’’ method. Trilinear

interpolation was used to evaluate quantities along

trajectories. Like in Peters et al. (2019), forward tra-

jectories were also released from the locations of

maximum w since wB is often maximized above the

height of maximum wNET along trajectories (e.g.,

Morrison and Peters 2018). Forward and backward

trajectories were subsequently merged and all w

quantities were assessed as the maximum along the

trajectory path in the case of the max trajectories.

Assuming that the w interpolated onto trajectories

(wtraj) represented the ‘‘true’’ w, we compared wtraj

with wNET (w obtained from integrating the vertical

accelerations along the trajectory) to evaluate tra-

jectory accuracy. Trajectories were only considered

in further analysis if the ratio rt 5 [max(wNET) 2
max(wtraj)]/max(wtraj) was less than 0.1.

d. Tracking updrafts

To track the primary right-moving supercell of inter-

est, we use the updraft-tracking method of Peters et al.

(2019). We found continuous regions of 0–4-km mean

w . 3m s21 and 0–4-km mean z. 0 s21. The updraft

center point (xs, ys) was defined as the vertical velocity

weighted average of the locations within this contin-

uous region. We defined the 3D extent of the updraft

as continuous 2D slices of w. 3m s21 on each vertical

level. We then found the index k of the top of the 3D

extent of the updraft, which corresponded to height

zk. We defined the remainder of the updraft above zk
as a continuous 3D region of w. 3m s21 that touched

any point that was part of the updraft at zk. After this

procedure, we used a subjective analysis of model

fields to remove erroneous updraft points. Storm

motion vectors Cx and Cy were defined by applying a

Gaussian filter with a radius of influence of 10min to

the time series of dxs/dt and dys/dt (these derivates

were estimated using centered second-order finite

differences in time). The results of our subsequent

analysis were insensitive to changes to this procedure

(such as changing the w threshold for defining the

updraft).

4. Results from numerical experiments

a. General attributes of simulations

All of the 46 simulations produced sustained convec-

tive activity throughout their 3 h integration periods.

However, convection quickly became outflow dominant

and evolved into squall-line-like structures in the simu-

lations with ,10ms21 of 0–2-km Bunkers SR flow.

Furthermore, the convection in these runs with weaker
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SR flow was thermal-like in character, with the cloudy

region in the simulations consisting of chains of tran-

sient discrete rising updraft pulses (e.g., Figs. 5a,b).

This thermal-like behavior is ubiquitous among non-

supercellular convection (e.g., Bryan and Fritsch 2002;

Sherwood et al. 2013; Romps and Charn 2015; Lebo

and Morrison 2015; Hernandez-Deckers and Sherwood

2016; Morrison et al. 2020; Peters et al. 2020a). In con-

trast, runs with .10ms21 of 0–2-km Bunkers SR flow

produced comparatively sustained plumelike updrafts,

with continuous rising motion extending from the bound-

ary layer into the upper troposphere (e.g., Figs. 5c–f).

Furthermore, plumelike updraft structures in the

runs with large SR flow were sustained for upward of

30min, and in some cases throughout the length of the

simulation—especially in the case of the runs with the

largest SR flow (e.g., Fig. 6). This result is consistent

with Brandes et al. (1988), who also found that 10m s21

or greater of low-level SR flow as necessary to sustain a

supercell updraft. In the runs with #10m s21 SR flow,

the tracking procedure produced more erratic updraft

tracks than in the runs with.10m s21 SR flow because

of the comparatively intermittent nature of updrafts

in the environment with weak SR flow. Nevertheless,

once the smoothing procedure had been applied to

these tracks, our subjective analysis concluded that the

smoothed track generally followed the region of most

intense updrafts and radar reflectivity echoes, and

statistics requiring storm motion such as SR flow and

SRH were computed for several of these runs as well

(all of the SR 8 runs, the SRH 50 SR 9, the SRH 75 SR

9, and the SRH 50 SR 10 were omitted from subsequent

analysis because of poor performance of the tracking

procedure).

FIG. 5. Vertical cross sections through simulated updrafts at 145min, showing w (shading; m s21) and cross-

section-parallel streamlines (gray arrows) for the (a) SRH 0 SR 9, (b) SRH 50 SR 9, (c) SRH 25 SR 13, (d) SRH 300

SR 13, (e) SRH 300 SR 19, (f) and SRH 0 SR 17 runs.
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A subjective analysis of supercell composite radar

reflectivity characteristics (Fig. 7) reveals features that

are commonly associated with supercells among all runs

with .10ms21 0–2-km Bunkers SR flow, including the

partitioning of precipitation into distinct rear-flank and

forward flank regions, v-shaped signatures of large re-

flectivity within the forward flank precipitation, and

hook-echo-like features. Hook-echo signatures were

generally better defined for runs with larger SRH, and

poorly defined in runs with little SRH. Runs with larger

SRH also featured a more pronounced ‘‘horseshoe’’

shape to their updrafts, which is a common feature of

‘‘classic supercells,’’ than those with less SRH. While

the runs with low SRH did produce persistent updrafts,

these runs also featured a larger amount of non-

supercellular ‘‘junk convection’’ along the eastern flank

of their cold pools than the runs with large SRH (these

differences are not explicitly shown in Fig. 7). In addi-

tion, the runs with the largest SRH also produced much

less intense cold pools than the runs with the smallest

SRH. The potential implications of these morphological

differences are noted in section 5; however, the bulk of

subsequent analysis focuses on the characteristics of the

storm updrafts and how they relate to the environmental

wind field, as these interactions are the focus of our

hypotheses.

b. Validation of experimental method

Before diving into the analyses that quantitatively

address our hypotheses, we performed several sanity

checks to validate our experimental method. First, since

simulated storm motions did deviate from Bunkers es-

timates for storm motions, we needed to determine

whether we accomplished our goal of varying SRH and

SR flow independently among simulations. Simulated

SRH (Fig. 8a) and SR flow (Fig. 8b) were well correlated

with the Bunkers estimates for these quantities (CC of

0.94 and 0.88, respectively), and simulated SR flow and

simulated SRH were uncorrelated (CC of 0.15, not

shown in Fig. 8), which is consistent with our experi-

mental goal. We note that vertical variations in SR wind

within the 0–2-km layer, in addition to the mean SR

wind in this layer, may also influence storm properties.

The standard deviation of SR flow in the 0–2-km layer

was very small (e.g., standard deviations less than

1m s21) for most simulations indicating a uniform

vertical profile of SR flow among most runs (Fig. 8b).

An exception to this statement applies to the runs with

FIG. 6. Horizontal plots of the temporal maximum w at 10 km AGL for each horizontal point within the domain (grayscale shading;

m s21) and updraft tracks (red lines). The 0–2-kmBunkers SRHon the x axis and Bunkers 0–2-km SR flow on the y axis indicate which run

is in each panel. Updraft tracks always near the center of each panel.
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smallest SR flow and largest SRH, which had much

larger SR flow near the surface than near 2 km.

Second, we must confirm that runs with large (low)

SRH also had large (low) 0–2-km mean vs, and likewise

that vs was uncorrelated with SR flow. Figure 8c con-

firms thatvs and SRHwere well correlated (CC of 0.96),

and vs and SR flow were uncorrelated. These results are

again in line with our experimental goals of having SR

flow and vs varied separately among simulations. We

also note that, although deep-layer shear and low-level

SR flow are strongly correlated (Fig. 8d; CC5 0.89), we

include measures of both SR flow and deep-layer shear

in subsequent analysis because of the possibility of dy-

namical connections between deep-layer shear and up-

draft characteristics that do not relate to SR flow, such as

vertical accelerations due to linear dynamic pressure

perturbations (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1982).

c. Bulk statistical analyses of simulations

To begin our quantitative hypothesis evaluation, we

compare the magnitudes of environmental SRH and SR

flow with the following updraft characteristics:

1) verticalmass flux, which is definedasM(z, t)[
ÐÐ
rwdA,

where A is the updraft area at a given height and the

horizontal integration was confined to the ‘‘updraft

of interest’’ (updrafts with larger M accomplish

greater latent heat release, vertical water vapor flux,

and vertical hydrometeor flux than updrafts with

smaller M; consequently, precipitation production

intrinsically relates to M),

2) the horizontal maximum of updraft w, which contrib-

utes to M, cloud microphysical properties, and asso-

ciated societal threats related to heavy rainfall, hail,

and cloud electrification,

3) the horizontal maximum of updraft vertical vorticity

z, which is a measure of updraft rotation and relates

to the updraft minima in pNLD (e.g., Rotunno and

Klemp 1982),

4) updraft rotation speed, which is defined as yrot [ l21ÐÐ
z dA5C/l, where C is circulation and l is the

perimeter length of an updraft at a given height (yrot
is related to the average z within an updraft), and

5) updraft width, measured as effective radius [Reff [
(A/p)1/2] [updraft width stronglymodulatesM, entrain-

ment (e.g., Peters et al. 2019), and consequently buoy-

ancy, vertical accelerations, and w; wider updrafts will

also have larger downward-oriented BPA, which may

partially compensate for increasing buoyancy].

Unless explicitly stated otherwise in figures or text, all

measures of SRH and SR flow use simulated storm

motions from the updraft-tracking procedure described

in section 2.

The magnitudes of M were weakly correlated with

SRH (Fig. 9a; 0.42, CC, 0.45) but were uncorrelated

FIG. 7. The 1–3-h storm-centered composites of simulated radar reflectivity at 1 km AGL (shading; dBZ), surface temperature dif-

ference from the initial model profile (blue contours at intervals of 1K), and the 3m s21 1–4-km w contour (black). The figure layout

follows that of Fig. 6. Only simulations that produced persistent supercell-like updrafts are shown.
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with vs at all levels (Fig. 9b). This result suggests that a

factor related to SRHother thanvs is responsible for the

weak correlations between SRH and M, such as the

shape of the low-level wind profile and how it interacts

with convective outflow. In contrast, M was strongly

correlated with SR flow and the 0–6-km BWD at all

levels (e.g., CC . 0.86; Figs. 9c,d). The relationship

between low-level SR flow and M is intuitive, in that

large (small) low-level SR flow equates to large (small)

horizontal mass flux into the updraft base (Warren et al.

2017; Peters et al. 2019), and mass continuity dictates

that M must directly correlate with an updraft’s low-

level inflow (see Peters et al. 2019). Since the correla-

tions between M and both SR flow and the 0–6-km

BWDwere identical, the connection between theM and

the 0–6-km BWD was likely a result of the strong

physical connection between the 0–6-km BWD and SR

flow (i.e., faster storm motion when deep-layer shear is

stronger).

SRH and vs were moderately correlated with w at 2

and 5km (0.49 , CC , 0.65; Figs. 10a,b). The SR flow

and 0–6-km BWDs, on the other hand, were weakly and

moderately correlated with w at 2 km (0.42 , CC ,
0.48) and 5km (0.52 , CC, 0.61; Figs. 10c,d). This

result suggests that vs does indeed contribute to low- to

midlevel updraft velocities. Both SRH and vs were

weakly correlated with w above 5 km (Figs. 10e–f),

whereas both SR flow and the 0–6-km BWD were

moderately and strongly correlated with w at 8 km and

the height of maximum w, respectively (0.63 , CC ,
0.85; Figs. 10g,h). This result suggests that the connec-

tions between vs and w are confined to low to midlevels,

while SR flow exerts a greater influence at mid- to

upper levels.

Perhaps surprising is that SRH and vs were both un-

correlated with maximum updraft z at both 2 and 5km

(Figs. 11a,b). This seemingly contradicts the results of

Droegemeier et al. (1993), who found strong correla-

tions between SRH and updraft z maxima (e.g., CC .
0.9). However, those authors did not attempt to separate

the SR flow and vs parts of SRH within their experi-

mental design, and the strong correlations they found

may have been a consequence of the strong correlation

between SRH and SR flow. Indeed they found an

equally strong correlation between 0–3-km SR flow and

updraft z maxima, and correlations between z at 2 km

and both the SR flow and 0–6-km BWD were weak to

moderate (0.36 , CC , 0.56; Figs. 11c,d). This result

FIG. 8. (a) Scatterplot of the Bunkers 0–2-km SRH (y axis; m2 s22) vs the 0–2-km SRH computed with the

simulated stormmotion (x axis; m2 s22). (b) Scatterplot of the Bunkers 0–2-kmSRflow (y axis; m s21) vs the 0–2-km

SR flow computed with the simulated storm motion (uSR; x axis; m s21). One-to-one lines are shown in black in

(a) and (b). The colors of the dots in (b) indicate the ratio of the standard deviation of 0–2-km uSR in the vertical

direction to the magnitude of uSR, and corresponding values for this ratio are shown in the color bar. (c) Scatterplot

of simulated 0–2-km SRH (x axis; m2 s22) vs simulated 0–2-km vs (y axis; s
21). (d) Scatterplot of simulated SR flow

(x axis; m s21) vs the 0–6-km BWD (y axis; m s21). Values of CC are shown in the panel titles.
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suggests that the maximum vorticity in updrafts at low

levels is primarily generated by storm baroclinicity,

and a combination of baroclinicity and tilting of ambient

horizontal vorticity contribute to the maximum vertical

vorticity aloft. It is also possible that the local maxima in

z in the present simulations occurred on scales that were

smaller than what was resolvable in the simulations of

Droegemeier et al. (1993), who used a horizontal grid

spacing of 1 km.

Net updraft rotation at 2 km was strongly correlated

with both SRH and vs (0.91 , CC , 0.93; Figs. 12a,b),

and uncorrelated with SR flow (Figs. 12c,d). This is con-

sistent with the results of previous authors (e.g., Rotunno

and Klemp 1982; Davies-Jones 1984; Droegemeier et al.

1993; Davies-Jones 2002) who have shown that z and w

become increasingly correlated as low-level SRH be-

comes large, which implies that the updraft averaged

z and consequently yrot also become large with large

SRH. Physically speaking, this implies that storms

ingesting large SRH should have more pronounced

low-level mesocyclones than those ingesting smaller low-

level SRH. Interestingly, correlations between SRH and

vs, and yrot become weaker at 5 km and comparable to

the correlations between yrot and both the SR flow and

0–6-km BWD (Figs. 12a–d), which again implicates that

both the stretching of baroclinically generated vorticity

and the tilting of ambient midlevel vorticity contribute

to updraft rotation aloft. The reason for such large dif-

ferences between the correlations of SRH with level

maximum z, and the correlations of SRH with net up-

draft rotation at low levels suggests that tilting of envi-

ronmental streamwise vorticity is more important for

the development of updraft averaged rotation, whereas

baroclinic processes were more important for the de-

velopment of local maxima in z at low levels.

SRH and vs were weakly correlated and uncorrelated

with updraft width, respectively (Figs. 13a,b). In con-

trast, SR flow and 0–6-km BWDs were both strongly

correlated with updraft width (CC . 0.85; Figs. 13c,d).

This result bolsters the findings of Peters et al. (2019,

2020b) in that it excludes vs as a primary influencing

factor on updraft width.

d. Evaluation of vertical accelerations along
trajectories

The analysis shown in the last section suggests that the

overall influence of SRH and vs on updraft character-

istics is limited to an enhancement of low-level updraft

w, along with a strong influence on the net updraft ro-

tation at low levels. In this section, we explore the dy-

namics responsible for these relationships using our

trajectory analysis to explain the relative influences of

FIG. 9. Scatterplots of 2-km (green symbols) and 8-km (red symbols) 1–3-h average vertical mass fluxM (y axes;

Tg s21) within tracked updrafts, as a function of (a) 0–2-km SRH (m2 s22), (b) 0–2-km vs (s
21), (c) 0–2-km SR flow

(m s21), and (d) the 0–6-kmBWD (m s21). CCs for quantities are shown in the legends of each panel, with boldface

text indicating statistical significance.
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SRH, SR flow, and 0–6-km BWDs on updraft acceler-

ations. In particular, we determine whether the low-

level updraft enhancement in the environments with

large SRH andvswas a result of an enhancement of low-

level DPA in these environments. Then we disentangle

the force balances responsible for controlling the mid-

dle- to upper-tropospheric updraft w to determine why

theDPA contributions from SRHandvs did not seem to

influence w at these levels. The total number of trajec-

tories (percentages of all trajectories) that passed the

accuracy test described in section 3c for origins at 2 and

5km and the level of maximum updraft were 3117, 2706,

and 339, respectively (86%, 74% and 93%, respectively).

The quantities B, NLDPA, LDPA, BPA, EBPA, wB,

wEBPA, wLD, wNLD, and wNET were all computed along

trajectories and compared among runs. For each run, we

compared the average of each of the aforementioned

quantities over all usable trajectories to the SRH, SR

flow, and 0–6-km BWD.

Correlations between SRH and wLD were generally

small in magnitude (Fig. 14a), which stands to reason

given that wLD is dynamically dependent on the overall

shear magnitude rather than SRH. In contrast, moder-

ate (CC 5 0.62) and strong (CC 5 0.79) correlations

were present between SRH and wNLD for 2- and 5-km

trajectories, respectively (Fig. 14b). These correlations

vanished for the max trajectories confirming that any

‘‘dynamic boost’’ afforded by storms from ingesting

large low-level SRH and vs was confined to low levels.

Correlations between SRHandwB (Fig. 14d) andwEBPA

(Fig. 14e) for all trajectories were generally weak or

insignificant, though a moderate correlation was present

between wEBPA at 2km and SRH (this is potentially a

result of stronger low-level negative buoyancy associated

FIG. 10. Scatterplots of 1–3-h averages of the maximum updraft w (m s21) at 2 (green symbols) and 5 (purple

symbols) km as a function of (a) 0–2-km SRH (m2 s22), (b) 0–2-kmvs (s
21), (c) 0–2-kmSR flow (m s21), and (d) the

0–6-km BWD (m s21). (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for the maximum updraftw (m s21) at 8 km (red symbols) and the

overall updraftmaximumw (blue symbols). CCs for quantities are shown in the legends of each panel, with boldface

text indicating statistical significance.
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with adiabatic lift occurring with the strong low-level

dynamic lift that accompanies large SRH). Correlations

between SRH and wNET were more-or-less consistent

with the results for wNLD (Fig. 14f). This result supports

H1, in that large vs gives low-level updrafts a boost via

NLDPA over updrafts in environments with small vs but

has little dynamical influence on updrafts in the middle to

upper troposphere.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but showing 1–3-h averages of the maximum updraft vertical vorticity z (s21) at 2 (purple

symbols) and 5 (green symbols) km.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, but showing 1–3-h averages of yrot (m s21) at 2 (green symbols) and 5 (purple symbols) km.
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Correlations between SR flow, and wLD and wNLD,

were weak for the 2- and 5-km trajectories, and mod-

erate for max trajectories (Figs. 15a–f). Furthermore,

wLD (Fig. 15a), wNLD (Fig. 15b), and wLD 1 wNLD

(Fig. 15c) were more strongly correlated with SR flow

for the max trajectories than with SRH (Figs. 14a–c).

Moderate-to-strong correlations (e.g., CC of 0.5–0.8)

between SR flow and both wB (Fig. 15d) and wEBPA

(Fig. 15e) along the max trajectories echo the results of

Peters et al. (2019), who showed that wider updrafts in

environments with stronger SR flow allowed for larger

updraft buoyancy. Note that downward BPA gener-

ally increases as updrafts widen (e.g., Morrison 2016;

Peters 2016); however, this effect was apparently

small for the range of updraft widths considered

here in that the trends between SR flow andwB appear

very similar to those between SR flow and wEBPA.

Interestingly, correlations between SR flow, and wB

(Fig. 15d) and wEBPA (Fig. 15e) were weak or even

significantly negative for 2- and 5-km trajectories.

Reasons for this result are unclear, but may reflect an

increasing participation of cold-pool air parcels in the

runs where SR flow was large and cold pools were most

intense.

Correlations between 0–6-km BWDs and wLD were

considerably stronger at all levels than those between

SR flow and wLD (cf. Fig. 15a and Fig. 16a). This is a

potential result of the so-called updraft-in-shear effect

(Rotunno and Klemp 1982), wherein the interaction

between the updraft and the ambient vertical wind shear

produces locally high pLD upshear of the updraft and

locally low pLD downshear. Air parcels approaching

below the low pLD would have experienced upward

LDPA, and the magnitude of this LDPA should scale

with the vertical wind shear magnitude. Correlations

between 0–6-km BWDs and wNLD were also stronger

than those between SR flow and wNLD along the 5-km

and max trajectories (Fig. 16b; and the sum of wLD and

wNLD also follows this pattern; Fig. 16c). One possible

explanation for this connection is that the tilting of

ambient horizontal vorticity related to the shear above

the EIL generates vertical vorticity maxima and related

pNLD minima in the updraft, and that parcels entering

the updraft below these pNLDminimawould presumably

experience net upward accelerations.

However, there are also more complicating potential

influences of 0–6-km shear on LDPAandNLDPA.Both

of these variables are dependent on w. Furthermore, 0–

6-km shear tends to occur with larger wB and wEBPA

because of the strong correlation between 0–6-km shear,

SR flow, updraft width, and entrainment (e.g., Peters

et al. 2019). LDPA and NLDPA may therefore be

stronger when 0–6-km shear is stronger simply because

wB and wEBPA (Figs. 16d,e; and by association wNET;

Fig. 16f) tend to be stronger when 0–6-km shear is

stronger. While it is admittedly difficult to completely

disentangle the direct kinematic impacts of 0–6-km

shear on LDPA and NLDPA from the indirect effects

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 10, but showing 1–3-h averages of Reff (km; dark red symbols).
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of 0–6-km shear on these variables via the thermody-

namic arguments described in Peters et al. (2019), we

attempt to show evidence for the former connection in

the next subsection.

e. Structural aspects of simulated updrafts that
explain our statistical results

To provide context and explanation for the statistical

results of the previous subsection, we compare the

structure of the SRH 0 SR 17 supercell (i.e., a supercell

with strong low-level SR flow, but no vs within its EIL)

to the SRH 300 SR 19 supercell (i.e., a supercell with

comparable SR flow, but large vs within its EIL) at

145min. Horizontal cross sections at 3 km show sub-

stantially differing flow structures (Figs. 17a,b). The

SRH 0 run featured a uniform horizontal flow direction

within its updraft with little z (Fig. 17a), whereas the

SRH 300 run featured a 1808 counterclockwise-turning
flow signature within its updraft that is characteristic

of low-level supercell mesocyclones (e.g., Dahl 2017;

Peters et al. 2020b) and substantial cyclonic z within its

updraft (Fig. 17b). At 6 km, however, the differences

between the two updrafts become comparatively subtle

(Figs. 17c,d). Both runs featured a broad maximum in

cyclonic z and minimum in pNLD along the southern

flank of the updraft. The flow gradients associated with

this vorticity appear to be more related to horizontal

shear vorticity, rather than curvature vorticity, and

pronounced 3608 rotation is markedly absent in both

updrafts. The major difference between the two up-

drafts is the presence of greater cyclonic vorticity near

the updraft center in the SRH 300 run (Fig. 17d), when

compared with the SRH 0 run (Fig. 17c). There are also

apparent differences in updraft width, but these dif-

ferences are unlikely to be systematically a result of

differences in SRH, considering that no correlation was

found between SRH and updraft width in Fig. 13. An

analysis of the concentration of EIL tracer at 6 km re-

veals largest concentrations of nearly 1 in the updraft

center, and comparatively weaker concentrations of

FIG. 14. Scatterplots of trajectory averaged (a) wLD, (b) wNLD, (c) wLD 1 wNLD, (d) wB, (e) wEBPA, and (f) wNET

for trajectories released from the 2-kmmaxima inw (purple symbols; evaluated at 2 km), trajectories released at the

5-km maxima in w (green symbols; evaluated at 5 km), and trajectories released at the updraft maximum w (blue

symbols; taken as the maximum over the entire trajectory). All w quantities are plotted as a function of 0–2-km

SRH (m2 s22) computed using the simulated storm motion. CCs for quantities are shown in the legends of each

panel, with boldface text indicating statistical significance.
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0.25 to 0.75 in the region of largest cyclonic z. This

result suggests that a substantial portion of the air re-

siding within the z maxima in both updrafts originated

from above the EIL.

Comparisons of vertical cross sections through the

SRH 0 and SRH 300 updrafts affirm our analysis of the

horizontal cross sections, showing local maxima in z and

minima in pNLD at most heights located along the

southern periphery of the updraft (Figs. 18a,b), with the

air related to these z maxima composed of a mix of EIL

air and air from levels above the EIL, along with more

expansive cyclonic z within the SRH 300 (Fig. 18b) up-

draft than in the SRH0 updraft (Fig. 18a). Relatedly, the

pNLD minima extended to lower levels within the SRH

300 updraft, when compared to the SRH 0 updraft.

There is also substantial rotation evident within the

vertical flow, and the horizontal vorticity associated with

these ‘‘rotors’’ along the southern flank likely contrib-

uted to locally low pNLD there. Note that substantial

turbulence is evident in both the flow and vorticity fields

in Figs. 17 and 18. Since pressure is related to vorticity

through the Laplacian operator (which tends to have a

larger response to large wavelengths), locally low pres-

sure is likely to occur where vorticity is present over a

broad region similar to the scale of the updraft, rather

than a localized region with a scale much smaller than

that of the updraft.

If one assumes that inflow enters the updraft along

the region of large tracer concentration originating

below 2 km on the south side of the cross sections, and

ending up within the updraft core, it is easy to envision

how air parcels would experience greater upward

NLDPA at lower levels in the SRH 300 updraft than in

the SRH 0 updraft as a result of the lower extension of

locally low pNLD in the former updraft. This lower

pNLD in the runs with large SRHwas likely a result of a

greater presence of vertical vorticity in the lower up-

draft that originated from the tilting of vs along inflow.

In both cases, air parcels ascend past the level of

minimum pNLD and also experience commensurate

downward-directed NLDPA prior to reaching their

levels of maximum w. Consequently, in many cases a

large percentage of the upward ‘‘boost’’ given to air

parcels by NLDPA at low levels is cancelled by

downward NLDPA at mid- to upper levels, which ex-

plains why SRH can have both a strong influence on

wNLD at low levels and little influence on pNLD at the

height of the maximumw,wmax. Note that the midlevel

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but with quantities plotted as a function of the 0–2-km mean SR flow computed using the

simulated storm motion (m s21).
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origins of a large percentage of air within the updraft

z maxima, along with the presence of comparable z in

the SRH 0 run to that in the SRH 300 run, suggest that

the tilting of midlevel environmental vorticity plays a

substantial role in the development of these local

maxima in z. In the case of the runs with large SRH, the

addition of large z at lower levels in the updraft core

simply extended this pNLD feature downward, but was

not necessarily responsible for its origin.

The assertions of the previous paragraph are further

supported by an analysis of the percentage of EIL tracer

within the 80th-percentile largest z located within the

updraft at a given time,4 as evaluated between 4 and

8km, and averaged between 1 and 3h. Larger (smaller)

percentage values of this quantity indicate a larger

(smaller) participation in the generation of zmaxima by

air originating from the EIL (Fig. 19a). Percentages

generally ranged from 35% to 51%; however, most up-

drafts had concentrations ranging from 30% to 45%,

demonstrating that (in general) approximately 55%–70%

of the air coinciding with the midlevel vorticity max-

ima had originated from above the EIL. This sup-

ports the idea that the tilting of horizontal vorticity

above the EIL substantially contributes to updrafts’

pNLD minima at midlevels. The percentage of vorticity

within these midlevel maxima that was streamwise

(Hrel[ vs/jvj, wherev is the 3D vorticity vector) ranged

from 32% to 65%, further suggesting a substantial role

of crosswise vorticity in generating these midlevel pNLD

minima (Fig. 19b). This is unsurprising given that the

tilting of crosswise vorticity is essential to the splitting

and initial propagation of storms within straight-shaped

hodograph environments (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp

1982), and would lead to the observed z maximum

(minimum) on the southern (northern) flanks of the

updraft given the mid- to upper-level hodograph shape.

Obviously, a variety of percentages of crosswise and

streamwise vorticity are likely to be present above the

EIL in real supercell events; however, these results

suggest that streamwise vorticity is not necessary

aloft for the development of substantial dynamic

pressure perturbations and the associated NLDPA.

Furthermore, research and forecasting would bene-

fit from a focus on total horizontal vorticity in a su-

percell’s environment in addition to vs encompassed

FIG. 16. As in Fig. 14, but with quantities plotted as a function of the 0–6-km BWD (m s21).

4 Visual analyses of these regions indicated that they coincided

with the southern flank of the updraft and the region of locally

low pNLD.
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with SRH, echoing the findings of Weisman and

Rotunno (2000).

5. Summary, conclusions, and discussion

Although it is well known that EIL (particularly near

ground) vs substantially influences tornadogenesis, fewer

concrete connections have been made between EIL vs

and the properties of supercell updrafts above the lowest

few kilometers of the atmosphere. This is because SRH is

commonly used to measure vs, and SRH is strongly

dependent on SR flow, which also influences updraft

properties. The purpose of this article was therefore to

isolate the separate roles of SR flow and vs through an

analysis of proximity soundings and simulations wherein

SR flow and SRH were varied independently of one

another. Our conclusions are as follows:

d Proximity sounding analysis suggests that vs need

not be present within a storm’s EIL for supercell

formation. Rather, deep-layer shear and SR flow

metrics are the most skillful predictors for super-

cellular storm mode.
d Important updraft properties such as M, width, max-

imum z, and overall updraft maximumw are primarily

determined by SR flow and deep-layer shear, rather

than vs. This result suggests that many of the practical

societal impacts of supercells such as rainfall, hail

production, and electrification may be more sensitive

to SR flow thanvs, and that the forecast and diagnostic

FIG. 17. (top),(middle) Horizontal slices through simulated updrafts showing vertical vorticity z (shading; s21),

pNLD , 0 (green contours descending at intervals of22 hPa, and starting at21 hPa, with lighter greens indicating

more negative values),w at 10 [in (a) and (b)] and 20 [in (c) and (d)]m s21 (black contours), and storm-relative wind

speeds and directions (gray arrows). (bottom) Concentration of the tracer initialized between 0 and 2 km (shading),

w at 20m s21 (black contours), the 22-hPa pNLD contour (magenta lines), and the path of cross sections shown

below in Fig. 18 (gray dashed lines). Panels are valid at 145min and show the SRH 0 SR 17 simulation at (a) 3, (c) 6,

and (e) 6 km and the SRH 300 SR 19 simulation at (b) 3, (d) 6, and (f) 6 km.
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skill of SRH in influencing updraft properties reported

by previous authors may simply occur because SRH

and SR flow are correlated by definition—not because

SRH is a measure of vs.
d Results from simulations show that the ‘‘cutoff’’ be-

tween supercellular and nonsupercellular storm mode

is almost entirely determined by SR flow, rather than

SRH. This supports our conclusions from proximity

sounding analyses.
d The primary influence of vs on the updraft properties

studied here was to increase low-level (i.e., ,5 km

AGL) w and low-level rotation in environments with

large vs, relative to environments with small vs.
d Midlevel zmaximawithin updrafts were characterized

by similar magnitudes in both simulations with no EIL

vs, and in simulations with large EIL vs. This occurred

because a large portion of the air within z maxima

originated from the tilting of midlevel vorticity.

In general, the results of this paper along with our

previous studies (e.g., Peters et al. 2019, 2020b) argue

that the predictive measures for tornadoes versus those

for other supercell related hazards may be somewhat

decoupled. For instance, SR flow may be more relevant

to whether or not supercells form, and severe hazards

associated with hail, damaging straight-line winds,5 and

flooding. SRH, on the other hand, is more relevant than

SR flow in the context of low-level mesocyclone and tor-

nado formation.Of course, SRHandSRfloware correlated

with one another, but there are conceivably environments

with little hodograph curvaturewhere SRH is small, but SR

flow is large. In such environments, forecasters may erro-

neously underestimate the hazards related to convection if

they concentrate on SRH, rather than SR flow.

There were several subjectively apparent influences of

SRH on storm morphology aside from the w, z, width,

andMmetrics included in our statistical analysis. Storms

in environments with small vs produced much deeper

and more intense cold pools than those in environments

FIG. 18. Cross sections taken along the gray dashed lines in (left) Fig. 17e and (right) Fig. 17f: (a),(b) The same

fields that are shown in Figs. 17a and 17b but with pressure contours starting at 20.5 hPa here and with cross-

section-parallel streamlines shown (gray arrows). (c),(d) The same fields that are shown in Figs. 17e,f but with the

addition of streamlines (gray arrows). Note that the north–south extent of the cross sections is larger than that of the

lines in Fig. 17e,f.

5 SRH may also influence damaging winds via the connection

between SRH and low-level pressure accelerations.
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with large vs (not shown), which potentially influences

tornadogenesis (Markowski 2002; Markowski et al.

2002). Furthermore, environments with large vs seemed

to promote updraft features that are more commonly

associated with classic supercells than environments

with small vs. The reasons for these results are not quite

clear and are beyond the scope of this study.
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